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activity remarks

Monday 2016-10-24

afternoon/evening

travel to Bucharest airport (OTP), 
arrival times:
IT 13:20 with flight FR3990 from BLQ
FI 13:30 with flight AB8270 from TXL
DE 13:40 with flight EW1796 from DUS

for the pupils: 
individual activities with the host families

for the teachers: 
19:00 dinner at the Manger's home

Pupils will be picked up at 
the airport by their host 
families.

Teachers will be picked up 
by teachers and driven to the
hotel: Hotel Christina
Strada Ion Slatinescu 13

Strada Berna 3, 
650m walk from the hotel

Tuesday 2016-10-25

afternoon

08:00 opening ceremony at the school
* dancing / music performance
* welcoming notes Mrs. Weber
(vice-director of the Colegiul German 
Goethe) and Mr. Rieck (director of the 
German section)
08:30-11:30 working at school 
11:30-12:30 lunch break 
12:30 start of transfer from school 
13:40 Parliament – meeting at the 
entrance for groups
14:00 entry to the Parliament 
(no entry, if delayed!)
16:00 guided tour through the Old City of 
Bucharest in groups guided by pupils
18:00 end of guided tours at school

Strada Cihoschi 17
(50m walk from the hotel)

Sala 30, 3rd floor

in the six groups
individual snacks at local 
food suppliers

list of pupils, passports 
and comfortable shoes 
needed!

Wednesday 2016-10-26 07:45 meeting at school and travel to 
Sinaia by bus (dep bus 1: 8:10 bus 2: 8:20)
(~11:00) visit of the Royal Castle Peles 
(small hike included)
(~15:00) travel to the hotel in the 
mountains
~16:00 for the enthusiasts: small hike in 
the mountains and/or through the village 
Predeal (optional)
19:30 dinner at the hotel

Advice to the pupils: Take a 
lunch box from home
list of pupils needed!

Hotel Rozmarin, Predeal
passports and comfortable 
shoes needed

18:00 teachers' assembly



Thursday 2016-10-27 07:30 breakfast at the hotel
09:00 check-out and travel to Brasov by 
bus
(10:00-12:30) Aventura parc: outdoor 
activities (subject to weather conditions)

12:30-13:30 lunch break in Brasov

(13:30-15:30) city tour through Brasov 
(including guided tour at the Black 
Church, guided by local pupils at __:__)

15:00 travel back to Bucharest by bus
~19:00 arrival in Bucharest – Piata 
Romana (near the school)

confirmation of pupil's 
status and sport shoes 
needed 
individual food supply at the
local restaurants

Friday 2016-10-28 08:00-12:00 working in groups, preparing 
of the final presentations
12:00-13:00 lunch break
13:00-14:00 working in groups (cont.) 
14:00 walk to the Museum of the 
Romanian Peasant from school
15:00-17:45 final presentations
at the Museum 
18:00-22:00 closing ceremony at the 
Museum
* handing over of the certificates
* farewell party

in the six groups

~1500m walk (~20 min.)
Șoseaua Kiseleff 3

parents will prepare food 
and drinks
guest pupils are invited, 
50 RON/person

Saturday 2016-10-29 Family day (individual activities)

16:00-19:00 farewell dinner for the 
teachers in a traditional Romanian 
atmosphere

Restaurant Caru cu bere
Strada Stavropoleos 5

Sunday 2016-10-30 travel to Bucharest airport (OTP), 
departure times:

FI 14:15 with flight AB8271 to TXL
DE 16:25 with flight EW1797 to DUS 
IT 18:30 with flight FR3991 to BLQ 

pupils will be dropped by 
their host families, 
meeting point is in the 
departures hall 150 minutes 
before departure time 
(sooner is ok, later not) in 
order to check-in the 
luggage as a group and to go
through security

Phone numbers: 
emergency 112 | Oliver Manger +40770945736 | Robin Meyer-Adams +40741013238


